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Goals of CAVIAR

Key features of CAVIAR

The underlying purpose of CAVIAR is to better understand how Arctic communities are affected by environmental
changes in order to help develop adaptive strategies and policies. The project includes:

• Considers physical, biological and socio-economic variables, and systematically explores the dynamics and
links between natural and human systems

• a conceptual framework for community vulnerability, including exposures and sensitivities to multiple stresses
and adaptive capacities

• CAVIAR relates integrated science directly to adaptive decision-making and policy from local to international
levels

• a methodological approach that is stakeholder-based, and draws upon local and scientific knowledge to
document exposures

• Is fundamentally inter-disciplinary, each case study involves social scientists and natural scientists in
addressing common objectives

• case study analyses with northern collaborators in communities across the Arctic region

• Is multi-methodological by combining a variety of data collection methods and analytical tools from the natural
and social sciences

• comparison and integration of results from the case studies for a pan-Arctic assessment of community
vulnerability and adaptability

• Assesses current and past conditions and considers implications for the future

• application to policy and decision-making relating to community adaptive capacity

• Is community-based, to ensure that the research is founded on the experiences of people and its findings are
relevant to their lives and environments

• substantive stakeholder engagement and partnerships so that outreach is an integral feature of the vulnerability
assessment.

Selected Conclusions from CrossCommunity Analysis
• Vulnerability varies within and between communities, depending on
the mix of social and ecological variables
• Non-climatic exposure-sensitivities are fundamental for Arctic
communities, and climate change is experienced in the context of
existing stresses
• Responses to stresses related to food systems and livelihoods are
mainly initiated by individuals, with some higher level adaptations
• Actions in response to infrastructure risks are mainly taken by local
and higher level governments and institutions
• Climate change will have both positive and negative influences on
existing exposure-sensitivities, and on the outcome of existing
adaptation strategies
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• Is both place-specific (with insights in each community) and regionally relevant in its comparison and integration
of findings over many communities in the Arctic

Preliminary Results from Selected Case Studies in Progress (see map for other active case study locations)

